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1.

DEFINITIONS
a) Internally hosted and Griffith private cloud are data and information storage hosting services that
are delivered on-campus or via Griffith University managed facilities.
b) External hosting, commonly known as cloud computing, is where some or all components of the
service are provided and managed by third parties.

2.

PREAMBLE
Cloud computing has become a mainstream computing service delivery alternative. According to the
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST)1, cloud computing has five characteristics 2, and
can be defined as: “a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” Three common service models include Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Use of cloud computing at Griffith University encompasses both production services and project
lifecycle environments (e.g. development, testing, quality assurance, acceptance and production)
and can offer benefits in the cost, performance, and delivery of IT services. The use of cloud
computing services is forecast to grow significantly over the coming years.

1
2

http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf
On-demand self-service; ubiquitous network access; location transparent; resource pooling; rapid elasticity; and measured service with
pay per use
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3.

POLICY STATEMENT
The primary reason for this policy is to facilitate a managed and co-ordinated adoption of cloud
computing services.
As the preferred option, Griffith will adopt and use cloud computing services subject to business case
and privacy considerations and only after issues of security and risk management have been
identified and mitigated against.
The total cost of acquisition, with an emphasis on shifting costs from capital to recurring expenditure,
must be taken into consideration in the procurement or adoption of all information technology and
associated services.
Griffith’s use of cloud computing services must adhere to relevant legislation associated with State
and Federal information management including issues of privacy, legal, records management, and
any other applicable requirements, such as, copyright, financial, ownership and geo-location of data.
The holding of University data and information on externally hosted cloud computing services
requires appropriate contractual agreements be in place and University authorisation for the data to
be stored off site.
University data and information must not be stored in external repositories that do not have
contractual agreements in place with the University (e.g. Dropbox).
Data and information stored on externally hosted cloud services remain corporate assets of Griffith
University. These assets need to be managed appropriately, in accord with Griffith’s Records
Management Policy.
The procurement or adoption of cloud computing services, including the negotiation of contractual
agreements must be co-ordinated through the Chief Digital Officer, Information Services. The
approval of the Vice President (Corporate Services) is required for adoption of a cloud based service
either for an existing system or service or a new system or service.
Any exemptions to the application of this policy need to be authorised in writing by the Chief Digital
Officer (or delegate).

4.

SCOPE
This policy applies to any Griffith University acquisition of cloud computing services and pertains to
the acquisition of services from a source outside of the University, regardless of whether it is free or
based on a subscription model. Internally hosted cloud computing services are already covered by
existing process and policies.

5.

POLICY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this Cloud Hosting Policy are to ensure:
a) Compliance with relevant legislation and policies, i.e. that the use of externally hosted services is
managed in accordance with existing State and Federal requirements and Griffith University
Policies.
b) An appropriate level of oversight is provided, to address the possibility of a higher level of risk
existing as a result of these new and still-evolving IT service models.
c) Risks are identified, prioritised and managed in a coordinated manner.
d) Where the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data are at risk, it is expected that the level
of physical, technical, and administrative safeguards provided by the supplier are commensurate
with the sensitivity and criticality of those information assets and services and match the levels of
those provided in-house. Such safeguards are essential to help protect the reputation of the
University and reduce its exposure to legal and compliance risks throughout the lifecycle of the
data;
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e) Effort is not duplicated (existing internal and external options should be explored prior to
acquiring a new service), nor ownership of the University’s assets compromised;
f)

Co-ordination and appropriate interfaces exist, and that system design is in line with Griffith
architectural principles and standards.

g) The University’s information assets remain protected and available.
h) The University derives maximum value from expenditure on IT services.

6.

RESPONSIBILITIES
For execution of cloud service contracts the Griffith University Authority to Sign Contracts and
Agreements: Schedule of Delegations is applicable.
The approval of the Vice President (Corporate Services) is required prior to execution of any cloud
service contracts. In granting this approval, the Vice President (Corporate Services) shall seek
advice and recommendations from the Chief Digital Officer.
Risk analysis of compliance, financial and contractual risks are undertaken by Digital Solutions,
Finance, and Legal Services prior to contract execution.
On an ongoing basis, operational and contractual risks are to be managed by the relevant Business
Owner and Data Custodian for that cloud service.
Managers, at all levels, are required to ensure that staff and students are aware of their
responsibilities under the Information Technology Code of Practice.

7.

MONITORING, REPORTING AND REVIEW
While providing benefits to the University, implementation of cloud services can also introduce risks.
As risks are identified, they must be managed through the use of the IT Risk Register. The Manager,
Risk and Compliance is responsible for maintaining the IT Risk Register and reporting monthly to the
Chief Digital Officer.
Any significant IT risks associated with hosted services must be escalated immediately to the Chief
Digital Officer.
The Chief Digital Officer will report regularly on the utilisation of cloud computing services and on any
significant IT risks associated with hosted services, to the Vice President (Corporate Services).
As part of its scheduled audits, the Internal Audit section is responsible for reporting to the Audit
Committee on IT risk management, as it relates to controls and processes for hosted services.
This policy will remain in effect until reviewed, which will be undertaken by the University’s Manager,
IT Architecture and Compliance every two years or sooner as deemed appropriate based on
changes in data and information, technology or regulatory requirements.
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